
Icha Bar Chair
IC-09 104 250
€1114
Please note – prices do not include VAT.

Upholstered seat (optional)

Specifications

Width: 575 mm

Depth: 515 mm

Weight: 7 kg

Height: 950 mm

Seat Height: 650 mm

Information

Description

Japanese and Scandinavian design meet in
Massproductions Icha series, an elegant furniture family
with a light yet sturdy construction.

The Icha chair was introduced for the first-time during
Stockholm Design Week 2017 and was well received,
picking up Elle Decorations “Chair of the Year” award the
following year. The Chair is characterized by its round
section steam bent armrests which provide high comfort
while the narrow backrest helps to create a transparent
chair from all angles.

The Icha Chair is a complex wooden chair in solid, layer-
glued and steam bent wood, a combination that makes it
dependent on three different production techniques. The
chair is constructed to cope with the challenges of public
environments and meet the requirements of
“Möbelfakta”, the Swedish quality standard for
furniture. In connection to its Möbelfakta certification,
the Icha Chair passed quality testing to meet the
requirements for use in public spaces. This involved a
test of 100,000 cycles, with loads of 100kg on the seat
and 30kg on the backrest.
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Fabric Supplier



Designer: Chris Martin

Awards:

ELLE Decoration Design Award 2018 - Årets Stol 2018 -
Icha Chair

Certificates:

Möbelfakta Certified

Instructions for Fabric

One of the best ways to keep Sunbrella fabrics looking
good and to delay the need for deep or vigorous
cleanings is to hose fabrics off on a monthly basis with
clear water. This practice will help prevent dirt from
becoming deeply embedded in the fabric and eliminate
the need for more frequent vigorous cleanings. In most
environments, a thorough cleaning will be needed every
two to three years. When it’s time for a thorough
cleaning, Sunbrella fabrics can be cleaned in a washing
machine if they can be removed. When cleaning
Sunbrella fabrics, it is important to observe the following:
Always use a natural soap. Never detergent. Water
should be cold to lukewarm. Never more than 100
degrees. Air dry only. Never apply heat to Sunbrella
fabrics.
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